
 

Hadleigh Tennis Club 
Layham Road, Hadleigh, Suffolk 

 

 From the A1071 (Sudbury, Ipswich) 

Enter Hadleigh from the north using the B1070 – 
this is  the staggered junction with the A1071 and 
the A1141 Lavenham road. (NB – if you’re coming 
from Ipswich, ignore the earlier junction towards 
the industrial estate also labelled “Hadleigh 
B1070”). 

Stay on the B1070 as it passes the White Hart 
public house on your left and Hadleigh Cricket 
Club on your right. After some bends the road will 
straighten out to become the very long Hadleigh 
High Street. 

Stay on the B1070/High Street, looking out for The 
George public house on your left.  Once you have 
passed The George, look for Duke Street on your 
right. This will be the second turning on your right 
and is signposted to the Riverside Walk and 
Lower Layham. 

Follow Duke Street over the medieval bridge and 
out of Hadleigh on to the Layham Road. The 
courts will become visible on your left adjoining 
the rugby club and general sports ground.  There 
is car parking.  

From the A12 (Colchester, E Bergholt) 

From the A12 take junction 31 with the B1070, 
signposted Hadleigh and East Bergholt.  Take the 
B1070 to Hadleigh.  You will drive through Holton 
St Mary and (Upper) Layham before entering 
Hadleigh from the south on the very narrow 
Benton Street.  (Please note: you cannot drive 
between Upper & Lower Layham – there’s a river 
in the way.) 

After a STOP junction with Station Road, the 
B1070 carries on to become Hadleigh High Street. 

As you inch along the High Street, look for a 
signpost on your left for Lower Layham.  The 
turning itself is immediately after the library, also 
on your left, and is called Duke Street. 

Follow Duke Street over the medieval bridge and 
out of Hadleigh on to the Layham Road. The 
courts will become visible on your left adjoining 
the rugby club and general sports ground.  There 
is car parking. 

Secretary Paul Knowles (tel: 07747-637147) 
Chairman Geoff Scott (tel: 07802-765554). 


